Edward Fields
Carpet Makers

The Archive Edition / Traditionals
Edward Fields' vast archives were the inspiration for this traditional compilation. A combination of existing and new creations has been updated to bring to our offerings a fresh expression for a timeless style. Original hand-painted artwork was carefully digitized in our studio to adapt for effortless customizations. In addition, the motifs and border elements were restyled to today’s environment. Designs were simplified, and scales and colors were thoughtfully selected.

The collection of 13 designs has been interpreted in our two artisanal techniques, hand-knotted in Nepal and hand-tufted in our state-of-the-art new factory in Xiamen, China.

The treatment of both qualities seeks for low-piles all-loop or all-cut to translate the beauty of patterns that bloom, curve and decorate. The rugs have tranquil though rich palettes with stimulating color combinations that add dimension.
Hand-Tufted
Amina I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand-Tufted</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product No.</td>
<td>EF AET210N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>100% Wool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Colors</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image of Amina I rug with patterned design and close-up views of the weave and colors.](image-url)
Astrid I

Hand-Tufted
Product No. EFAET238N
Content 55% Wool, 26% Dull Silk, 17% Flax
No. of Colors 7
Camille I

Hand-Tufted

Product No. EF AET22ON

Content 100% Wool

No. of Colors 11
Cornelia I

Hand-Tufted

Product No. EF AET26ON

Content 100% Wool

No. of Colors 13
Masarra I

Hand-Tufted
Product No. EF AET24ON
Content 72% Wool, 28% Dull Silk
No. of Colors 5
Rania I

Hand-Tufted
Product No. EF AET260N
Content 34% Wool, 31% Silk,
18% Flax, 17% Wool
No. of Colors 12
Victoire I

Hand-Tufted

Product No.  EFAET270N
Content  56% Wool, 44% Delicate Silk
No. of Colors  6
Hand-Knotted
Bequest I

Hand-Knotted
Product No. 9185.SM.DD1.1016
Content 100 Knot - Busy
55% Wool, 25% Silk,
20% Linen,
Tie-Dye Technique
Bergamot I

Hand-Knotted

Product No.: 9190.SM.001.1016

Content: 950 Knot Antique - Busy

60% Wool, 40% Silk

Tie-Dye Technique
Izmir I

Hand-Knotted
Product No.: 2202_SM_D01_1216
Content: 55% Knot Antique - 45% Silk, 50% Wool
Jasmine I

Hand-Knotted

Product No. 9188.SM.DD1.1016
Content 150 Knot Antique - Busy
44% Linen, 35% Matka,
21% Wool

Tie-Dye Technique
Jasmine II

Hand-Knotted
Product No.: 0164.SM.DD1.0816
Content: 150 Knot Antique - Busy
65% Wool, 35% Silk
Tie-Dye Technique
Jasmine III

Hand-Knotted
Product No.: 9203.SM.DD1.1216
Content: 150 Knot Antique - Busy
76% Wool, 24% Linen
Musee I

Hand-Knotted
Product No.: 9183.SM.DD1.1016
Content: 150 Knot - Busy
- 66% Wool, 34% Silk
Musee II

Hand-Knotted
Product No. 9184.SM.DD1.1016
Content 150 Knot - Busy
88% Wool, 34% Silk
Treasure I

Hand-Knotted
Product No.: 9186.SM.DD1.1016
Content: 100 Knot - Over busy
80% Wool, 20% Silk
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